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Brief Background
 Adik Haiqal is a ‘special child’ who has learning
difficulties with formal educational program.
 He is diagnosed with Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)*. Due to his
disability, Haiqal does not attend formal secondary
school education.
 When Haiqal first stepped into PI1M Kg Surau, we
noticed that he couldn’t even read or write his
own name.
 We decided to take the bold move of helping Haiqal with simple and intuitive learning steps.
 Our aim is to provide him with necessary assistance and proper guidance for him to learn basic
education, gather knowledge and inspire him to be at par with children of his age.
*Note: Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is one of the most common childhood disorders and can continue through adolescence and adulthood.
Symptoms include difficulty staying focused and paying attention, difficulty controlling behavior, and hyperactivity (over-activity).
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How PI1M Guides Haiqal
 Interactive Educational Games
• Letters sorting games
with Colours and Sounds
to attract his attention
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 Writing Letters and
Numbers Exercises
• Repetitive
exercises

 Psychological
Encouragement
• Encouragement
through reward
• Individual and
Parenting
Counselling

Impacts of PI1M & Internet On Haiqal's Life style
• After several fun learning and guided
sessions, Haiqal can proudly spells and
writes his own name in the log book
without much needed assistance.
• Now he is a proud owner of a Facebook
account where he can interacts with
others in social media with assistance
from some friends.
• He also owns a mobile phone and this
further improves his verbal
communication skills.
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Whats Next for Haiqal
• He now spends more time in PI1M as he continuously
educate himself with basic IT knowledge, online
education and basic information
• We are proud to be part of Haiqal’s self development
and we will continue to provide all the support that
he needs.
• We are ready to tackle the challenge of educating
Haiqal and be part of his individual growth by giving
proper guidance and assistance.
• Haiqal’s will to improve and learn, as well as his
strong spirit to not let his disability be a hindrance,
need to be harnessed and sharpened to ensure a
promising future
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